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Rexroth Mobile Electronics | Overview

„For many years, I‘ve had only the best experiences with Rexroth Mobile Electronics.
The perfectly matched and system optimized electronics make a lot of things easier.
The electronics also contains a range of convenient features, of course with the necessary safety. I have to say that Rexroth Mobile Electronics makes my life easier.“
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All under one roof:
Electronics and hydraulics
for mobile working machines
Functional synergy

But we not only give the components themselves our undi-

Rexroth Mobile Hydraulics offers a unique range of compo-

vided attention. Since we belong to the Bosch Group, we

nents and systems for drive and control solutions. The

have access to the highest expertise in automotive electro-

electronics play an increasingly important role. For many

nics. Our electronics are manufactured on the same assem-

years we have been developing electronic components and

bly lines on which automotive electronics are produced.

systems for the most diverse requirements - precisely

Each and every component is subjected to the toughest

matched to our hydraulic and drive technology. This is what

tests during the development phase: vibration devices, cold

makes us unique worldwide.

and heat chambers, interference field labs and salt spray
areas. So you can rely on our electronics even under the

Rexroth offers the optimum solution for almost any mobile

most extreme conditions. Quality made by Bosch.

working machine. This is particularly true for construction
machinery, commercial vehicles, agricultural and forestry
machinery and in material handling applications. In all
areas, we prove why Bosch Rexroth is the global market
leader: reliability, cost effectiveness, robustness and maximum ease of use.

Consulting is our strength
Bosch Rexroth offers an extensive industry-specific development partnership for the optimal selection and integration of electronic, hydraulic and drive technology. Our
engineering specialists will gladly support you - from the

The Bosch factor

selection of components to programming and simulation.

The working conditions for mobile electronics in mobile

comes to design, development, construction and system

working machines are extreme. Vibration, shock, cold, heat

optimization. Created in close cooperation with our custo-

or electromagnetic radiation are sources of interference

mers, our application-optimized system solutions require a

and a system must be able to withstand all of these.

minimum of interfaces thanks to perfectly matched compo-

Therefore, we only use components that meet the strict

nents. This saves time and money.

Our experts are there to offer you their expertise when it

Bosch quality standards.

Your benefits at a glance:
Mobile electronics perfectly adapted to hydraulic components and systems
Robust electronics for performance under extreme conditions
Co-operative system optimization for maximum efficiency
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BODAS – The system for Mobile
Electronics
BODAS offers unique solutions that fit for your needs. Thanks to the close cooperation
between Rexroth and Bosch in terms of development, testing and production, BODAS is
ideally suited for the most diverse requirements in mobile working machines.

Intelligent

Software
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Modular architecture

Service

The BODAS system consists of a hardware and a software

BODAS tools provide you with complete flexibility - from

kit. The heart, the RC controller, is complemented by sen-

the software development and simulation to the evaluation

sors, displays and joysticks, as well as intelligent software

and optimization of the running system. So go ahead and

modules that you can configure yourself. This consistent

build your own machine control. You have full access to

and scalable modular architecture will certainly save a lot

Rexroth‘s extensive expertise at all times.

of development time. Perfectly matched hardware and
software components increase the efficiency of your electro-hydraulics and thus reduce your costs.

Reliability

Safety
In order to cover a variety of applications, our controllers
support safety-related applications up to performance level
„d“ in accordance with EN13849 and agricultural perfor-

The BODAS controllers and peripheral devices have proven

mance level „c“ in accordance with ISO 25119.

themselves in tough everyday mobile working machines.
The BODAS product family guarantees both high reliability
and the uninterrupted availability of your machine.

Flexibility
The new BODAS software concept allows an unrivaled level
of flexibility. Our new software architecture enables the use
of both ready-made solutions via parameterization (ASrun)
and flexible extensions (ASopen).

Your benefits at a glance:
	
Reduced costs and increased flexibility thanks to modular structure and
service tools
	
High level of safety and reliability
thanks to proven quality
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BODAS – The hardware kit
Robust controllers for the harsh
mobile daily work

BODAS controllers are the high-performance backbone of the BODAS system. On the one
hand, they receive and process signals from operating devices and sensors. On the other
hand, they calculate and generate output signals to pumps, motors, valves and accessories.
BODAS controllers are freely programmable and are also available with pre-installed application software. In terms of reliability and economy, your solution will be hard to beat.

Our controllers can handle it
	Robust housing developed by Bosch - proven more than
a million times in the automotive industry
	Resistant to external influences, such as salt spray, oil,
fuels and pollution
	Protection class IP65 or higher
	High temperature resistance for use in wintry high
mountains and in the tropics (-40°C to +85°C)
	High mechanical resistance for rough use on construction sites, in the field and on the road
	High degree of electromagnetic tolerance
	E1 certification

Flexibility in the field
	Multi-functional inputs
	High number of power outputs in a small space
	High performance thanks to Infineon TriCore™ processors
	Sufficient memory, even for complex applications
	BODAS-service common diagnostic tool for flashing,
parameterization, process variable visualization and
error memory display
	Several CAN bus interfaces for communication with
other controllers and input and output devices
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Controller

Proportional
power output

Switching
outputs

Inputs

CAN bus
interfaces

Programmable in
C

Programmable in
BODAS-design

Functional
safety

RC4-5/30

4

5

30

2

✔

–

–

RC10-10/31

10

10

53

4

✔

✔

✔

RC12-10/30

12

10

75

4

✔

✔

✔

RC20-10/30

20

10

75

4

✔

✔

✔

RC28-14/30

28

14

75

4

✔

✔

✔

Detailed data sheets for controllers and accessories can be downloaded from our website at:
www.boschrexroth.com/mobile-electronics

In addition to standard RC controllers, Rexroth also offers

terms of numbers and in terms of characteristics.

the Special Rexroth Controllers (SRC). These controllers

We produce your controller in plants operated by Bosch

are specially designed to fit customers‘ needs.

Automotive Electronics. These plants produce components
for all well-known vehicle manufacturers, using reliable

We are using 32-bit processors of the TriCore family as CPU

processes to guarantee maximum quality. On request,

units which are very common at Bosch, for example, in

controllers will be supplied with flash-programmed cus-

engine control units. For the design of the hardware, we

tomer software.

are using at Bosch components that are specified and
approved especially for automotive applications. The inputs

We are able to support your software development with

and outputs of Special Rexroth Controllers are arranged

diagnosis software, programming interfaces (API),

according to your specifications and requirements, both in

flash-programming and function modules.
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BODAS – Versatilely combinable sensors for
more safety

The significantly extended BODAS sensor family is perfectly adjusted to the controllers and
the Rexroth hydraulic components. Thus, you benefit from an increased functional reliability and reduced development and testing time and reduce the time-to-market for your products.

Overview of the most important sensors
	
Speed sensor DSM with
rotation detection, standstill detection and integrated diagnostics

	
Pressure sensor PR3 with
measuring range up to
600 bar
Protection class: IP69K

Protection class: IP69K

	
Draft sensor KMB3 with
measurement of loads and
forces up to 160 kN,
extremely robust, ratiometric output signal 0.5 to
4.5 V with 5 V supply
voltage
Protection class: IP66K,
IP67, IP69K

	
Hall-effect sensor AN2 with
angular measurement from
± 17° to ± 44°, ratiometric
output signal 0.5 to 4.5 V
with 5 V supply voltage
Protection class: IP67,
IP69K

	
Pressure sensor PR4 with
measuring range 420 bar
and 600 bar,
ratiometric output signal
0.5 to 4.5 V with 5 V supply
voltage
Protection class: IP67,
IP69K

	
5-axis inertial sensor AC1
with acceleration in 3 axes
and 2 rates of rotation, all
signals vial CAN interface
(ISO 11898)
Protection class: IP6K7

BODAS hardware kit | Rexroth Mobile Electronics 9



	
Position sensor PO1 with
measuring range up to 10
mm, ratiometric output
signal 0.5 to 4.5 V with 5 V
supply voltage

	
Angle sensor WS1 with
90° angular range, solid-state measuring, redundant signal output for
safety functions

Protection class: IP69K

Protection class: IP69K

	
Temperature sensor TSA
with measuring range -30°C
to 130°C for ambient air
and charge air

	
Contamination switch VS to
detect oil pollution caused
by metallic, ferro-magnetic
particles and for the early
prevention of consequential damages

Protection class: IP64

	
Temperature sensor TSF
with measuring range -40°C
for 150°C for refrigeration
fluids, hydraulic oils and
motor oils
Protection class: IP65

Detailed data sheets for sensors and
accessories can be downloaded from our
website at:
www.boschrexroth.com/mobile-electronics
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BODAS – The hardware kit
Display DI4 for universal use

Rexroth offers the BODAS DI4, a robust and high-resolution color display, for use in mobile
working machines. The DI4 is freely programmable and can be used very flexibly and universally in every cab - from fork lift trucks to large excavators.

The display has a 7-inch screen (800 x 480 pixels) and
enables direct connection up to two video cameras, for
example to control the working space and a rear view
camera. The installation is either free-standing or integrated
in the dashboard and enables an alignment of the devices in
90° steps. The illumination of the integrated operating elements can be selected individually (color, intensity, day/night
settings).
In addition to the two CAN bus interfaces, the DI4 has various analog inputs and outputs, as well as an USB interface
for fast data exchange depending on the version. In conjunction with the integrated BODAS-service communication
interface, the DI4 serves as a central access point to the
CAN bus network of the machine and allows full diagnostic
and flash updates for the connected BODAS RC controllers.
The 7-inch display additionally offers an optional touchscreen, an Ethernet and a Bluetooth interface. The DI4 fulfills
the requirements for the protection classes IP6KX and IPX5.
Thanks to the overlay technique, various display functions
and video images can be shown on a single display. You will
not only benefit from a new, customizable overview, also
save space and reduce costs.
The programming and design of the screens, as well as the
implementation of the display and operating logic, is accomplished by means of CoDeSys V3.5 development tools.

Safety | Rexroth Mobile Electronics 11

BODAS – Hardware and software
Individual and safe

Mobile machines have most diverse requirements for functional safety. With BODAS components, these requirements can be fulfilled individually for each application.

With selected BODAS components, you can design and
produce machines which meet the requirements for functional safety. Thanks to the extensive documentation, an
extensive verification for your machine can be provided.

Functional safety

BODAS components are often used in machines that can
cause personal injuries and damage to property. Machine
manufacturers have to reduce such risks consistently.
Therefore the used components must be capable for risk
minimization. The relevant legislative and normative requirements, as well as the state-of-the-art technology need to
be considered. Mobile machines, which are placed on the
EU market, are often subject to the directive 2006/42/EC.

	Selected BODAS components can be used for safetyrelated applications and are suitable for the compliance
of the machinery directive.
	With mobile electronic components, projects can be
configured according to the relevant safety standards,
such as EN ISO 13849 or ISO 25119.
	We provide project planning guidelines and characteristic values for determining the performance level (PL or
AgPL) of a safety function.
	For projects carried out by Rexroth, the PL of a safety
function or a sub-system may be delivered or the application may be designed in a way that a pre-determined
PLr will be achieved.
	With the appropriate system design and in compliance
with the normative requirements of the development
process, you can implement safety functions up to PLd
or AgPLc with a category 2 configuration.
	Safety relevant software can be created in BODASdesign or in C.
	During the programming, you will be supported by the
development environment, as well as the extensive
diagnostic options.
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BODAS – The modular software system
Application-specific solutions

The scalable BODAS software concept offers the right solution for all applications. From
ready-made standard application software packages (ASrun, ASopen, ASlibrary) to
customer-specific solutions, you can always rely on the extensive application know-how
from Rexroth.

BODAS software kit | Rexroth Mobile Electronics 13



Standard application software
We offer field-tested, ready-to-use application software for

Application software packages
and possible extensions

your working machines: ASrun. The ready-made BODAS
software components are compatible with eachother and
allow an individual configuration. By using the BODAS tools
and the user-friendly documentation, you can put your
working machine step-by-step into operation, all on your
own.

Customizing and add-on modules
In case of specific requirements, all software solutions can
be expanded quickly and effectively at any time with ASopen. You can program these extensions yourself using the
BODAS tools or a C application and integrate ready-made
BODAS add-on modules (ASlibrary).

Customized solutions
BODAS allows you also to independently program your
software. You get a customized solution that fully meets
your personal requirements. Of course you can also rely on
Rexroth as a proven service provider for the development of
individual concepts.

We offer trainings to ensure a safe
handling of our tools.
Take advantage of our global network and
get individual support on site.

	Driving
	DRC	Drive control
Comprehensive drive management
including a wide variety of functions for
more comfort, efficiency and protection
	DPC	Dual path control
Drive management for tracked vehicles
AGS	Automatic gear shift
Automatic gear switching for various
transmission types
ASR	Anti-slip control
Traction control for slippery surfaces
Working
	SPC	Speed control
Pre-defined output speed for hydraulic
motors with variable pump speed
VAC	Electronic valve control
Sensitive and efficient work
	Energy management
LLC	Load limiting control
Intelligent power management between
the diesel engine and hydraulic system
with protection features
	DHC	Diesel Hydraulic Control
Optimum interaction between the diesel
engine and the hydraulic system
Auxiliary functions
AFC	Automatic fan control
Temperature dependent control of the
fan speed
BAS	“Basic functions” library
Powerful basic functions for mathematical calculations and hydraulic-specific
control technology, etc.
	DEV	“Devices” library
Thorough collection of functions for
operating elements, sensors and actuators
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BODAS – Project planning tools
Efficient support with customization

The BODAS toolbox supports you in various ways with its hardware and software components: It facilitates the efficient development of mobile control algorithms and enables an
integrated tool chain as well as a simple and intuitive on-site service of the machine. The
assistance already starts with the modeling of machine functions and can be continued in
standard language C or in the IEC-61131-3 languages by the intelligent combination of the
tools up to the control level.



Programming of RC controllers with BODASdesign and BODAS C-API

Project planning tools | Rexroth Mobile Electronics 15

Efficient development support
with BODAS test box and BODAS measuring
adapter

You create software with BODAS-design using a graphical
PC user interface in the programming languages of the

The BODAS test box allows you to simulate different condi-

IEC61131-3 standard. BODAS-design supports you with

tions of the complete system and to perform complex

extensive functions of the BODAS Application Programming

functional tests of your control outside of a vehicle. This

Interface (API) and integrated simulation and debugging

reduces the development time of software and increases

functions. This enables you to quickly and efficiently create

the comfort. The BODAS test box was developed especially

your individual and high-quality application software for

for the BODAS controllers. All inputs and outputs of these

BODAS controllers. The BODAS C-API provides a library of

controllers can be configured via the BODAS test box.

predefined controller functions, allowing you to easily
develop application solutions in the C programming lan-

Each and every connection line of BODAS RC controllers is

guage comfortably, even without detailed knowledge of the

made accessible by the BODAS measuring adapter. The

BODAS RC hardware.

measuring adapter is pre-connected to the BODAS RC
controller in the wiring harness - either directly on the

Parameterization, diagnostics and flashing with
BODAS-service
Parameter setting and diagnostics of BODAS RC controllers
is comfortable and easy to handle by using the PC software
BODAS-service. Machine values, parameters and diagnostic
messages are displayed in plain text and in multiple languages. This allows you a fast access to the diagnostics. Even
without any programming skills you can easily set the parameters. The machine operator can also access the diagnostics at any time thanks to password protection, whilst
preventing unauthorized changes to the parameters.
BODAS-service also transfers to all of the programmable
components of the BODAS modular system - whether at the
development facilities, in the production or in the vehicle.

vehicle or at the developer‘s workstation.

We offer trainings to ensure a safe
handling of our tools.
Take advantage of our global network
and get individual support on site.
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BODAS – Mobile Electronics
in daily use
Whether in road construction, in the commercial vehicle sector or in agriculture and
forestry - each sector poses its own challenges to your mobile working machines. With
precisely coordinated mobile hydraulics from Rexroth, you can meet these challenges
with confidence.
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Drive Control DRC and vibration drive
for even rolling

Your challenge: Hidden behind the pavers, the rollers

to the controller. This allows incipient slip to be corrected

handle their difficult job. An even and resistant pavement

at an early stage before the road surface might be dam-

requires precision work. BODAS offers decisive support

aged.

and ensures smooth starting, braking and reversing, so that
at the reversal point, no indentations are left in the road

BODAS is also responsible for the load limiting control

surface. At the rolling process, the quality of the road

between the diesel engine and the hydraulic system, for

surface is ultimately the measure of all things.

instance when driving up steep gradients. The hydraulic
power reduction is adapted according to the diesel engine

Our solution: Due to the intelligent selection of software

load reported via CAN bus. There are also additional fea-

packages, the BODAS controller is perfectly equipped for

tures, such as sprinkling and vibration control.

the tasks of the roller. The drive control, with its integrated
functions reversing and hydrostatic braking, ensures the

The driver remains always well informed about all that: The

all-important pavement-specific smooth acceleration and

robust BODAS display, which is integrated in the operator’s

reversing process. The traction control system prevents

cabin, shows all relevant data graphically and clearly.

slipping bindings when driving on gradients and on slippery
surfaces. Speed sensors, which are integrated in the Rexroth drive motors, continuously report current speed values

18
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Drive Control DRC
for fast transshipping

Your challenge: Into the pile, filling the bucket and lifting it

The modules of the travel drive control and the load limit-

up. At the same time, repulsing and reversing. Then speed-

ing control ensure that the hydraulic system converts the

ing up, slowing down again in front of the dump truck and

diesel engine power with maximum efficiency. Here, the

dump. This is the daily work of a wheel loader. BODAS

tuned hydraulic pumps and motors for the travel drive and

regulates the travel drive and shifts gears for optimum

auxiliary functions are controlled. Once the loader is oper-

acceleration with minimal fuel consumption. After all,

ated in the partial-load range, ECOdrive lowers the diesel

transshipping should be handled as quickly and efficiently

engine speed and thus saves fuel.

as possible.
Together with the software module for fan control, BODAS
Our solution: In order to realize these functions, a whole

temperature sensors ensure optimal cooling of the combus-

range of software packages work together in the BODAS

tion engine.

controller. In addition to control the gear shifting processes
of the mechanical transmission, this also includes the ideal

The electronically controlled hydraulics offer extra comfort

adjustment of the axial piston units, depending on the

while moving a fully loaded bucket. These hydraulics guar-

accelerator position of the preselection of the direction.

antee improved sensitivity as well as parallel motion of the

BODAS angle and speed sensors provide the input vari-

bucket and provide the basis for automated operating

ables.

cycles.
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Drive Control DRC
for the smooth positioning of goods

Your challenge: Everyday industrial trucks are in strong

Our solution: Perfectly matched Rexroth components

demand. Driving and lifting pallets or containers at the

manage thousands of forklift operations every day. BODAS

same time without jerking and without changing the speed.

software controls the hydraulic pump subject to e-gas,

Accelerating without wheels spinning on the hall floor.

current diesel engine power and hydraulic pressure. The

Precise braking without damaging the goods. And all that

all-important driving dynamics can be adjusted depending

with minimum fuel consumption.

on the application in order to allow high handling capacity
or smooth positioning. The electronics also ensures that
the driving speed is not affected while activating the
hydraulics. Smooth reversing thanks to BODAS significantly
contributes to transport safety. Optimal software packages
for fan speed control, parking brake and retarder valves
complete the control system for forklift trucks.
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Electrohydraulic Hitch Control EHC
for constant working depth

Your challenge: Hard soil is difficult to plow through. Vary-

The Automatic Hitch Control AHC automatically regulates

ing soil conditions usually lead to changing working depths.

the ratio between the positional and the tractive force.

In agriculture, some tractors reach their limits.

Therefore, the EHC perfectly adapts to different soil conditions. With the Hydraulic Pressure Relief Control PRC, the

Our solution: Bosch Rexroth invented the Electrohydraulic

front hitch implement follows the ground contours even

Hitch Control EHC and was the first to offer on the market

more precisely to ensure that both the soil and the attach-

in 1979. Take advantage of more than 30 years of experi-

ment are handled gently.

ence!

Simple to integrate, simple to use: The Hitch Lowering
Support HLS provides pressure to the hitch implement to

The EHC automatically controls the working depth of the

lower it actively and thereby significantly faster. This is

attachment. The basic elements of EHC include force and

especially handy when dealing with unloaded hitch and

position control, mix control and active vibration absorbing.

hard soil due to cold ambient conditions.

These individual elements of our EHC jointly form a robust,
user-friendly and reliable working unit – a proven technol-

The double-acting version of the EHC-dw is characterized

ogy with a coordinated selection of components that fits in

by careful soil cultivation, increasing efficiency and easy

every tractor. With innovative add-on modules the EHC can

handling. Even with hard soil and changing soil conditions,

be customized to meet your specific requirements.

you can reach the desired working depth more quickly and
you can optimize the depth guidance.
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Anti-slip control ASR
for maximum traction

Your challenge: On the one hand maximum traction on

With the anti-slip control ASR, integrated speed sensors

heavy, wet soil without the forage harvester digging in, and

constantly monitor the wheel speeds of the Rexroth hydrau-

on the other hand smooth driving on the meadow to pick

lic motors. In case of slipping, i.e. when the speed differen-

up the swath without damaging the turf. Forage harvesters

tial to a mono-wheel or axis is too high, it is immediately

must be able to meet the most diverse requirements.

compensated using a special developed algorithm. This
prevents the wheels from uncontrolled spinning.

Our solution: Electronically controlled four-wheel drive with
anti-slip control ASR from Rexroth masters even the most

However, the BODAS controller has yet another function: It

difficult situations. Our technology prevents the front and

receives information via CAN bus about the engaged gear

rear wheels from spinning, both while driving and when

and the diesel engine speed and then uses this data to

braking on a slope – on all surfaces, in all weathers. So

maintain the optimum control of pumps, motors and valves

your forage harvester will always have the maximum

of the travel drive.

amount of traction even under the most difficult conditions.
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Load Limiting Control LLC
for intelligent power distribution

Your challenge: Lift the filled bucket, roll out the arm and,

caused by a too large deviation of the set rotation speed

at the same time, rotate the upper carriage when it’s 40°C

and the actual speed or by a too high cooling water tem-

in the shade? A lot to handle for the diesel engine and the

perature, the electronics automatically reduce the power

hydraulics.

consumption of the coordinated Rexroth hydraulic pumps.
The predictive evaluation of the joystick signal additionally

Our solution: It is a good thing that the BODAS load limit-

provides an improved load assumption behavior. This

ing control ensures an intelligent power distribution

ensures that the diesel engine always runs in the optimum

between the diesel engine and the hydraulics. Programmed

operating range in terms of productivity and fuel consump-

according to the diesel engine characteristics, hydraulic

tion.

pumps chart and working conditions, the electronic system
protects the diesel engine against overload and reduces

Moreover, the BODAS software module offers a so-called

fuel consumption, emissions and wear. It also allows the

“auto-idle function” that automatically reduces the speed,

excavator to be operated more easily.

and thus the fuel consumption, with a prolonged low
engine load. Diverse mode switches allow a choice between

The BODAS controller monitors the current operating state

extremely sensitive control, such as in sewer pipe layings,

of the diesel engine using the BODAS sensors or directly by

and dynamic rehandling operation. This impresses every

CAN bus data. In case of a potential overload, for example

excavator operator.
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Synchronous Dual Path Control DPC
for immaculate road surfaces

Your challenge: The road should run totally straight or in a

load-independent speed control and inching guarantees

clearly defined curve. In addition, the road should be, of

high operating comfort and constant quality of the tar

course, completely plane.

paving.

Our solution: The synchronous dual path control with

The necessary input signals are sent from the weatherproof

additional modules ensures optimum road surfaces due to

BODAS display with integrated control keys, as well as from

the easy handling of the paver at the steering position. Our

other potentiometers and switches at the steering position.

BODAS software package controls the speed, the synchro-

The speed sensors, which are integrated in the motors,

nization between the right-hand and the left-hand travel

provide the signals for speed and driving direction.

drive, as well as braking and accelerating. Every day, you
can see the result, namely the flat surface.

Curve radius, speed, flow rate, temperature of planks
– everything the driver needs to know is shown on the

The heart of the paver’s drive control is the BODAS control-

BODAS display in pictograms, numerical values or bar

ler with the dual path control software module. It keeps the

graphs. Thus, the operation remains simple, even if the

drives for the left and the right chains at defined speeds in

technology is complex.

order to accurately follow the course of the road. The travel
drive control with integrated functions of reversing,

24
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High Level Braking HLB
for ideal braking distances

Your challenge: The hydrostatic drives used in agricultural

independent braking system that comes into action if nec-

vehicles can reach impressive top speeds of 40 kilometers

essary. Furthermore these components are extremely com-

per hour and more. According to the braking distances

pact and almost wearless.

prescribed by law, a conventional hydrostatic brake as part
of a combination brake system easily reaches its limits.

Machine tests demonstrate how well the solution works,
where delays of more than 5 m/s2 have been achieved

Our solution: As part of the combination brake system, the

effortlessly. The driver enjoys a high degree of comfort

hydrostatic braking unit requires virtually no additional

thanks to the possibility to smoothly adjust the braking

components for the further generated braking power. This

power. This includes also the integrated anti-lock function

is made possible by the High Level Braking HLB control

and the traction control system. Thus, your vehicle will

software. The software utilizes the pressure control valves,

achieve maximum braking and driving performance, even

which are included in the hydrostatic drive units as stan-

under unfavorable conditions in the fields and on the roads.

dard. If the required delay exceeds the support moment of

Moreover, it is important to carefully handle the sensitive

the diesel engine, the pressure control valves dissipate the

ground during the field operation. The pivoting angle of the

surplus of energy. Thus, they also protect against potential

wheel motors, which can swivel at 0°, is precisely adjusted

engine over revving. Vehicles with single wheel drive pro-

by the electronics and prevents a blocking or spinning

vide additional security due to the Rexroth gearboxes GFT,

wheels.

which are also part of the drive train on the individual
wheels. Their dynamic multi-disk brakes act as a second
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Automatic Fan Control AFC30
for efficient cooling circuit management

Your challenge: Emission standards and emissions limits

BODAS AFC30 is a software solution for the control of

remain in the spotlight around the world. To comply with

hydrostatic fan drive systems. With the AFC30, up to six

these limits, an ideal combustion temperature and efficient

different temperature values can be considered in order to

cooling cycle management are necessary.

determine the ideal cooling performance. Compared with
proportional fan drives, fuel savings of up to five percent

Our solution: Hydrostatic fan drives and controllers can

can be achieved through the use of variable pump units and

support you. Smart fan drive systems provide the cooling

the respective AFC30.

capacity using measured temperature values. They also
save energy thanks to the on-demand activation of the fan.

Reversing function is used in order to ensure that dust and

Our fan drives decouple the fan speed from the engine

dirt in the radiator do not negatively impact the cooling

speed, thus enabling the smooth adjustment of the fan

capacity: The fan changes its direction of rotation at certain

speed based on the actual need for cooling.

time intervals and blows the dirt outwards to the exterior.
Thus, the radiator remains free and the motor runs at an

With the hydrostatic fan drives, the machine manufacturer

ideal temperature. During start up, or at very low outdoor

also enjoys more freedom regarding the arrangement of the

temperatures, the fan standstill feature switches the fan

components in the motor compartment. Hydraulic pumps,

wheel completely off. The combustion engine reaches its

pipes, control elements and the fan wheel can be placed

operating temperature more quickly, exhaust pollutants and

wherever space is available.

fuel consumption are reduced.
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From vision to result We think along

You have an idea and want to know how we can help you? Then please discuss your sketches and plans with our engineers, who are familiar with your field of application and will
be more than happy to accompany your project from the development to the commissioning phase. Understanding the technical requirements and needs of our customers - that is
our specialists‘ maxim. Because together we are strong.

Commissioning and fine tuning

Documentation and support

Our range of services in the field of electronics goes far

We supply all the necessary figures, data and facts in the

beyond controllers and sensors. BODAS tools in the form of

form of detailed information sheets or catalogs for each

software for laptops, test adapters and flash tools are as

product. Just ask us. Your contact at Bosch Rexroth will be

much a part of this as are specific commissioning instruc-

happy to provide you with all the detailed information.

tions and software descriptions. With the inexpensive

Alternatively, we recommend visiting our website. Here you

BODAS Tools, you can connect directly to the electronics

will find download links for all the technical information

via the diagnostic socket in order to quickly and easily

about our products and services.

modify the software parameters - and therefore the characteristics of your work machine. You can immediately view

Do you need any further information? Please contact your

and analyze all modifications in the integrated data logging

Rexroth partner. They can put you in touch with experts in

feature. For more complex applications, please contact our

development and project planning - anywhere in the world.

commissioning and application engineers.
The employees of our global sales and engineering network
are also happy to support you locally.
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You can find your nearest Rexroth
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www.boschrexroth.com/addresses
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